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VACANT SPACE FOR SALE

ANSWER TO
DECEMBER 2018 ISSUE OF;
”WHO AM I“- is
Tony Van Rhoda Aged 16
on his 1956 BSA Road Rocket.

WHO AM I
WHO AM I
CAN YOU IDENTIFY THE WVCG MEMBER IN
THE
PHOTOGRAPH.
The correct

answers will be posted in the
following issue of the magazine.
So forward a copy of yourself and
let’s see what you looked like
years ago. It may be of you
playing sport or in the services or
just doing anything at all. Please
forward your photograph to:
Editor/Publisher.
Email: gumbrae44@tpg.com.au

ANSWER’S TO DECEMBER 2018 SSUE OF:

WHO AM I

KEVIN TIPLER.

JOHN HORNIBROOK.

WRONG ANSWER;

MICK JENNER.

TONY VAN RHODA.

CORRECT NSWER;

A SPECIAL REQUEST
DON’T THROW AWAY THOSE OLD JEEP BARTREAD TYRES. RICK
SHEARMAN WILL TAKE THEM OFF YOUR HANDS. IT DOESN’T MAKE ANY
DIFFERENCE WHAT CONDITION THE TYRES ARE IN AS LONG AS THEY ARE
NOT HOLED OR CRACKED.
CONTACT. RICK SHEARMAN
Mobile: 0408 835 018
EMAIL: rickshearman@bigpond.com

Allied prisoners in world war II escape aids
Starting in 1940, an increasing number of British & Canadian Airmen found themselves as the involuntary guests of
the Third Reich, and the Crown was casting about for ways and means to facilitate their escape... Now obviously, one
of the most helpful aids to that end is a useful and accurate map, one showing not only where stuff was, but also
showing the locations of 'safe houses' where a POW on-the-lam could go for food and shelter.
Paper maps had some real drawbacks -- they make a lot of noise when you open and fold them, they wear out
rapidly, and if they get wet, they turn into mush. Someone in MI-5 got the idea of printing escape maps on silk. It's
durable, can be scrunched-up into tiny wads, and unfolded as many times as needed, and makes no noise
whatsoever. At that time, there was only one manufacturer in Great Britain that had perfected the technology of
printing on silk, and that was John Waddington Ltd. When approached by the government, the firm was only too
happy to do its bit for the war effort. By pure coincidence, Waddington was also the U.K. Licensee for the popular
American board game Monopoly. As it happened, 'games and pastimes' was a category of item qualified for
insertion into? CARE packages dispatched by the International Red Cross to prisoners of war.
Under the strictest of secrecy, in a securely guarded and inaccessible old workshop on the grounds of Waddington's,
a group of sworn-to-secrecy employees began mass-producing escape maps, keyed to each region of Germany, Italy,
France or where ever Allied POW camps were located. When processed, these maps could be folded into such tiny
dots that they would actually fit inside a Monopoly playing piece. As long as they were at it, the clever workmen at
Waddington's also managed to add:
1.
2.
3.

A playing token, containing a small magnetic compass.
A two-part metal file that could easily be screwed together.
Useful amounts of genuine high-denomination German, Italian, and French currency, hidden within the
piles of Monopoly money,

British and American air crews were advised, before taking off on their first mission, how to identify a 'rigged'
Monopoly set by means of a tiny red dot, one cleverly rigged to look like an ordinary printing glitch, located in the
corner of the Free Parking square.
Of the estimated 35,000 Allied POWS who successfully escaped, an estimated one-third were aided in their flight by
the rigged Monopoly sets. Everyone who did so was sworn to secrecy indefinitely, since the British Government might
want to use this highly successful ruse in still another, future war.
The story wasn't declassified until 2007, when the surviving craftsmen from Addington's, as well as the firm itself,
were finally honoured in a public ceremony. It's always nice when you can play that 'Get Out of Jail' Free' card! Many
of you are (probably) too young to have any personal connection to WWII (Sep. '39 to Aug. 45), but this is still an
interesting bit of history for everyone to know.

Images of Abandoned Weaponry You
Won't Believe Are Real.

By Eric Yosomono
Rare, expensive materials, cutting-edge designs and top-secret prototypes are all hallmarks of the military industrial
complex. It's how they produce all their beautiful toys: the stealth fighters, nuclear submarines and flying fortresses
that are the cornerstone of our childhood fantasies and Michael Bay movies. But what happens when you get bored of
your new toys? Why, you just toss them out into the middle of a field somewhere. Sure, they are worth a billion dollars
and took dozens of years of intricate design and revision, but have you ever built a garage? That shit is hard.

Pack up your towel, your shaky folding chairs, your ineffective cooler and those hilarious shorts that make it look like
you're naked from the waist down, because you, sir or madam, are going to tear it up at the beach. Just as soon as you
find a nice, secluded one that won't be too crowded, of course. When you get there, you turn to survey the vast beauty
of nature (read: ogle some half-clad asses), but instead spy only an endless armada of motley battleships in various
states of disrepair. You were looking for the nude beach, but you've accidentally wandered into the post-apocalyptic
section.
There are thousands of government-owned ships sitting at
anchor all around the United States right now. They're part
of the National Defence Reserve Fleet (NDRF), a collection
of mothballed ships ostensibly for use in national
emergencies or other times of crisis. But as the decades roll
by, wars and disasters come and go, and still the ships just
sit. Some are dismantled; some are abandoned until they
rust and sink. And these fleets aren't hidden away in
remote, top-secret locations, either: One of the biggest
collections is the NDRF Ghost Fleet at Suisun Bay, California,
only 30 miles northeast of
San Francisco. Among that fleet is the battleship Iowa, which
played a large part in several of America's wars, including
WWII and Korea. In short, what used to be this:

Now looks like this

Yes, that's duct tape covering the barrels. Clearly, this ship no longer presents any danger to society, should some
unscrupulous individual seek to steal it and show his ex-wife's handsome new playboy boyfriend what he thinks of his
precious yacht. Oh, but that would never happen, because even if you get past the duct tape (good luck!), there must
be tons of security, right? Not so much. In May 2011, Scott Haefner -- less of an "international super thief" and more of
a "casual boat fan" -- managed to break through fleet security and spend an entire weekend photographing the
remaining fleet. He and a friend boarded the ships and hopped from vessel to vessel for 48 hours, using only an inflatable
raft and a few other supplies you could buy from any camping supply store. One of the greatest surprises Scott stumbled
upon while out dicking around on the ghost armada was the Sea Shadow (IX-529).
That's a stealth ship that the military spent $195 million and
over 10 years building and testing before unceremoniously
dumping it where it now sits ... inside a larger mothballed multimillion-dollar ship, the Hughes Mining Barge. This is the same
barge that helped raise the Soviet submarine K-129 from the
Pacific Ocean floor in the summer of 1974, so it's not like these
ships were unusable or defective in any way. They were simply
forgotten. Although to be fair, the Navy didn't necessarily want
to mothball the Sea Shadow; that was a last resort. They
initially tried to give it away for free. But since any takers would
also have to take the Hughes Barge, no one took them up on
the offer.
Today, the USS Iowa would cost $1.5 billion to build, which,
combined with the Sea Shadow's $200 million, means there's
at least $1.7 billion just floating out there in the bay, waiting for
bored bloggers to raft out and walk around on top of it. Despite
what one would reasonably assume, this isn't just a side effect
of the arrogant and wasteful nature of Western capitalist pigdogs: When the Soviet Union collapsed, it could no longer fully
fund its navy and so was also forced to abandon its ships to the
elements. Now they sit in ports like Murmansk, rotting, rusting
and practically begging for a Scobey-Doo episode to fire up
inside of them.

That's a Titan 1 missile complex. One such complex consists of 16 underground buildings and several aboveground
support structures sprawling over 57 acres in central Washington. The Titans were built at a cost of about $170
million (roughly $1.26 billion in 2011 dollars) apiece. The bases themselves were only operational for a span of about
five years, but during that time they would have been able to keep 150 men alive for up to 30 days without any
outside support in the event of a nuclear war. After they were made obsolete by new, portable missile-launching
systems, all the installations were decommissioned, and without regular maintenance, most of them completely
rusted out or flooded due to ground water leakage. Seriously ... everybody just straight up left; they closed the doors
on their comic book style super fortresses, engaged the deadbolt and then just walked away forever, presumably
while whistling a carefree tune.
Not all of them, though, and the Feds did eventually remember the billion-dollar sci-fi set pieces they left scattered
across America. So they auctioned the surviving structures off ... by listing them on eBay.

That's right: They went from the 1960s all the way up until the
invention and popularization of the internet before ever checking
to see if anybody was maybe interested in living in the closest
thing to a real-life moon base.

Let's take a little hike in the forest, shall we? We'll commune with
nature, get away from the hustle and bustle of the city and just
enjoy a good old-fashioned holy shit tank war! We call T-80s!

When the shit first hit the fan in Afghanistan -- no, not the
American conflict, the one before that. No, no not the British
invasion either, the other one. The Rambo one. The Soviets!

Yeah, that's the ticket -toward the tail end of that conflict, the
Russian army was forced to leave in a hurry, abandoning tons
of military hardware to rust away outside the Kabul airport.
These particular tanks were abandoned hastily, out of
desperation, but if you're thinking this is the military
equivalent of you forgetting your cell phone - all frantically
patting down their pockets and realiz-ing they forgot a whole
fleet of armoured death machines back there, then cursing
themselves for it the whole way home -- you should know this
is apparently standard practice. In 2010, it was discovered
that the Russians left over 200 functional tanks unguarded for
four months in a forest near the city of Yekaterinburg. As one
local gleefully put it:

I have started the Smoke Launchers as well and I will be making them operational
Too, thanks to

Kev Tipler has organised this summer’s Barossa wine tour on Saturday 23
February 2019.
ITINERARY
Meet at Seppeltsfield for Coffee/Wine tasting at 10.30
Lunch/Wine tasting at Lambert’s Winery at 12.30
Afternoon at Thorne Clark for wine tasting Finish at Liebeck’s for
fortified tasting Military vehicles are preferred, but civvy vehicles
are ok.
Those interested please contact Kev Tipler on 0403 267 294 or
kevintipler.kt@gmail.com as we need to confirm numbers. Kev can also
provide instructions on how to get to Seppeltsfield for those unfamiliar with
the Valley.

ANZAC DAY 2019
MEMBERS ARE REMINDED THAT THE ANZAC DAY PARADE WILL BE HELD ON THURSDAY
25TH APRIL 2019 ANY MEMBERS WISHING TO PARTICIPATE WITH THEIR VEHILES
IN THIS YEARS PARADE ARE ASKED TO CONTACT MICK JENNER AND ADVISE HIM
WITH DETAILS, OF YOUR VEHICLE AND SEATING SPACE ETC.

ITEMS FOR SALE NOTICE
SHOULD MEMBERS HAVE ANY ITEMS FOR SALE THEY WISH LISTED IN BARTEAD. PLEASE
FORWARD DETAILS INCLUDINGA PHOTOGRAPH BY EMAIL TO THE EDITOR. REMEMBER IT IS
YOUR MAGAZINE SO USE OUR FACILTIES.
TONY VAN RHODA EDITOR/PUBLISHER; gumbrae44@tpg.com.au

I HAVE FOR SALE
I have two Jeep crankshafts at forty dollars ($40) each, however both need a grind!
KEVIN TIPLER. PHONE: 0403 267 294
EMAIL: kevintipler.kt@gmail.com

Phil HOADLEY Has a 1942
Jeep Rear Axle for sale.
Best offer.
Contact
Phil
Mob; 0400 083 996.
Email; gkesu@adam.com.au

Hi All,
Please find attached on the next page. The advertisement in KVE News with
all up to date information on the 40th Annual Corowa Swim-In & Military
Vehicle Gathering in March 2019.
It will be a milestone year for the event and plans are well in hand. We hope
you will be able to attend. If you intend to be at Corowa in March 2019,
please send your entry form in as soon as possible in order that we can plan
numbers of participants, vehicles and types.
Best Regards,
Richard Farrant
President & Editor - Khaki Vehicle Enthusiasts Inc.
Organisers of the Corowa Swim in.

